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The iLid® is intuitive to use.  When comput-
ers or all-in-ones are needed, just open the 
iLid as easily as opening  a laptop.  

Touch screens may be used with confi-
dence that gestures made on the screen 
will not slide the computer off its stand and 
send it crashing to the floor.

When it’s time to put the screens down and 
focus on textbooks and note paper, iLid 
makes the conversion in seconds.  

In use, screens are presented below the 
horizon line for an unobstructed view of  
white boards, projection screens, instruc-
tor and fellow students.  Wiring clutter is 
kept organized and out of sight.  If CPUs are 
used, they are stowed for convenient access 
without limiting knee space.

Typical dimensions: (W x D x H)
Single: 32 x 28 x 30 Desk, 36 x 26 x 29 Table
Double: 60 or 72 x 26 x 30 Desk
72 x 26 x 29 Table

Multi-use Classroom Freedom!
With iLid closed, the entire desktop is open for use as a standard classroom.  In seconds, iLid 
converts the space to a computer lab. Quickly.  Quietly.

Available in singles and doubles for greater economy. Choose HorizonLine® 
Table style in thermofoil finish and comfort contoured edges (shown) or in 
laminate top surface with 3mm PVC edges.

Textbooks and technology work together or 
separately, side-by-side.  Keyboards may be 
used on the desktop with internal stow tray 
(shown) or with retractable keyboard tray, 
which extends the usable working space on 
the destop.

iLid® touch SMARTdesks 
Make the most of your lesson plan with multi-use classroom freedom.
All-in-ones • Touch screen interface • PCs • Notebooks, Text Books and Paper



VESA Compatible Displays Required
While most PCs have VESA compliant mounting structures, some 
all-in-ones do not. Display stands are  removed to expose the VESA 
mounting screw locations at 100mm or 75mm square.  The iLid’s 
quick release mount makes it possible to detach the monitor for 
easy access or placement on the lap, if preferred.

PC shelf provided for convenient storage.
Trimmed with aluminum edge for designer
appearance and rugged performance.

Desks and tables feature
• FC707 Power Strips with 3 110VAC and 

one USB power per user
• Neatlinks Wire Manager
• Optional Locking Casters for mobility

• Keyboard and mouse stow here, within easy reach.
• Optional EZ Cinch CPU holder adapts to small form factor 

or 75 pounds, max.

Desk s have designer contoured 
panels with bases that permit use 
with Connectrac power systems.
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